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Don't miss our live online Tsiyon Meeting at Tsiyon.Net tonight, featuring:

From Eliyahu
Consider this:
On their own, kids do some very gross stuff, like putting substances in their
mouths that horrify their parents. When that happens dad or mom says "we don't
eat that!" Why do parents do that? Because they love their kids, of course. They
don't want their child to be eating something nasty that they wouldn't eat
themselves. It's a great thing for a child to grow up in a home where parents care
enough about their children to set standards that build both good health and
human dignity into the behavior of their offspring.
Someone who has grown up in such a home incorporates those good standards
into their own life. Upon finding a bug in their food, as modeled by their parents,
they now too are grossed out to find a bug in their food, and they won't eat it, and
likely will throw away the entire meal as contaminated.

Now that the world is being subjected to the "Great Reset" of the World Economic
Forum (WEF) the world's elite think they know better than your mom. They are
pushing people to stop seeing the eating of bugs as unclean. In fact, they want
you to eat bugs, lots of bugs, on a regular basis! This is really happening on a
wide scale, which raises the question, would the elite who are pushing this eat
bugs themselves? I think not. Unlike your parents, these people care nothing
about you as a person.
Believe it or not, people are actually eating this nasty stuff!

Your Father in heaven cares about every aspect of your life. Why? Because He
loves you. As all good parents do, He sets standards of behavior for His children
that enhance both their good health and their dignity as His children, created in
His image. By adopting the standards that He has set we benefit ourselves in a
number of ways. Our health and longevity are maximized by observing His health
standards and dietary standards, for example. Yes, He cares what you eat and
tells you what is good for you and what is not. This one factor alone would save
millions of lives if only people knew these food standards and followed them, let
alone all the rest of the instruction He has given for our benefit! Furthermore,
living as a child of God who follows the Father's standards of behavior glorifies
Him and provides an example for others of what living in the image of God
actually looks like! It raises the individual to a higher lever and saves them from
many of the maladies of this twisted world, while also glorifying our Grand
Creator.
With all of this benefit so readily available to us in His Torah (5 Books of Moses) it
is strange indeed that some Christian doctrine tells us we should just ignore all of
that. The result has been that His children very often do not know His standards
of behavior, so sink into the unhealthy and unbecoming made-made standards of
those who do not know God, and do not walk in His ways. This has a lot to do
with the fact that the churches have largely lost their voice and their influence
among the younger generation, who are leaving the churches in droves. When
asked why they left, those young people often say their church had nothing to

offer them they couldn't find in the world. It is the disregard of the Father's
standards set out in the Torah that has gutted the church of its power. I would ask
all serious believers to rectify that problem in their own lives by receiving Torah
instruction from believers who know and live by the Father's standards as
enumerated for His children in the Books of Moses.
God's children, join us in our weekly study of Deuteronomy! Tonight we will be
learning how children of YHWH are to conduct themselves. How does He want
you to behave in His household? That's tonight, at Tsiyon.Net at 8 PM, CST.
Being saved is only the start, now its time to learn how He wants you to live!
Blessings and good health to you,
Eliyahu
Tsiyon.Org
PS - a new episode of Hebraic Insights In The Gospels podcast is posted.

PSS - Did you do this yet? Click each of them for more.

"The Kingdom of Heaven suffers violence, and the forceful snatch it away by force."
Matthew 11:12
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